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                            About Fruits Eco-Blockchain Project

                            
                            The Fruits Eco-Blockchain Project uses a PoC (Proof-of-Capacity) algorithm to create an eco-friendly and sustainable economy that is open to everyone.

                            It performs a sustainable economic cycle with extremely low power consumption, high security, and no transaction fees.

                            Our economic cycle created by such PoC provides a unique blockchain economy that aims to revitalize global charity.

                        

                        
                            

                        

                    

                

            

            
                
                    
                        
                            What is PoC (Proof-of-Capacity)

                            
                            Proof-of-Capacity is an eco-friendly consensus algorithm that allows mining devices used in the blockchain network to compute and store solutions on your available hard drive space to mine and validate transactions.
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                        3 Main Technical Features of FRUITS PoC
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                                Low Power Consumption

                                By using a random draw method for
                                mining, it eliminates meaningless
                                time and power
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                                High-Speed Transaction

                                Characterized by small number of terminals (nodes) participating in transactions related to the mining processing
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                                High Security

                                Finds the optimum solution by combining
                                encrypted data and is deleted
                                after processing
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                                    Liu Xin Zheng

                                    Chief Executive Officer
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                                    Qiu Shichang

                                    Chief Technical Advisor
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                                    Kensuke Yano

                                    Chief Technical Officer
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                                    Michelle Liu

                                    Chief Information Officer
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                                    Technical Development Leader
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                                    Technical Blockchain Leader
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                                    Technical System Leader
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                                    Tung Ha

                                    Technical Blockchain Expert
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                    Liu Xin Zheng

                    Chief Executive Officer

                

                
                    Dr. Liu received his master’s degree
                    in Economics from Hiroshima
                    University in Japan and his doctoral
                    degree from the Department of
                    Business Administration of Taipei
                    University. He is a member of the
                    Kaohsiung City Council of the 
                    Kuomintang. He was the general
                    director of the Kaohsiung Municipal
                    Government’s Construction Bureau,
                    Economic Development Bureau, 
                    and the director of the Ministry of
                    Economic Affairs’ Small and 
                    Medium Enterprise Immediate
                    Problem Solving Center.
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                    Qiu Shichang

                    Chief Technical Advisor

                

                
                    Chairman of KinnexA Group.
                    Qiu graduated from the Department of
                    International Trade, Tamkang
                    University, Taiwan. B.S. in Commerce 
                    rom the University of Central Missouri
                    (UCM). For the past 20 years,
                    his company has relied on technology
                    initiatives to consistently achieve 
                    outstanding results in the field of
                    precision high-speed connector deep
                    plows. As the industry develops, his
                    company strives to build a complete
                    industrial chain in Taiwan, create
                    successful examples in the industry,
                    and become a leading manufacturer in
                    the high-speed precision connector
                    industry.
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                    Kensuke Yano

                    Chief Technical Officer

                

                
                    Specializing in Blockchain, AI
                    programming, data mining, and
                    application development.
                    He has developed a wide range of
                    AI operations and sales analytics
                    products.
                    He has a Master’s degree from the
                    Tokushima University Graduate
                    School of Advanced Technology in
                    Artificial Intelligence.
                    He joined the Rotaract Club, a
                    volunteer organization under the
                    auspices of the Rotary Club and
                    became the Chairman of the
                    Tokushima Chapter which received
                    numerous awards for being an 
                    exemplary volunteer and charity
                    organization amongst those in
                    Japan. Since then, he has remained
                    committed to many volunteer
                    activities throughout Southeast
                    Asia.
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                    Michelle Liu

                    Chief Information Officer

                

                
                    School of Science and Information
                    Management, Chungwon University
                    (B.S.).
                    Graduated from Fu-Jen University,
                    Faculty of Law (Bachelor).
                    Master of Laws in Fujian University.
                    Assistant to Kaohsiung City
                    Councilor.
                    Secretary of Chinese Small and
                    Medium Enterprises Research and
                    Development Institute. Secretary
                    of a high-tech company.
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                    Duy To

                    Technical Development Leader

                

                
                    Duy graduated from FPT University - one of the top 10 IT University in Vietnam. He started off his foundation by joining FPT Corp as an Software Engineer and soon becoming Technical Lead. After leaving FPT, he has joined several companies and play important roles such as founder, advisor, CEO. With over 10 years of experience in providing software development services to multi-nationals enterprises, Duy maintains and keeps enhancing his interests and knowledge in this industry by consistently learning new technology to improve his works. Since the early stage of the career, Duy has engaged himself with blockchain and desired to bring more value to social through FRUITS technology.
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                    Trung Tran

                    Technical Blockchain Leader

                

                
                    Trung got his master certificate from the Université Claude Bernard Lyon 1, one of the top Universities in France. He became super interested, deeply excited, highly passionate, and to some extent, dedicated to Blockchain technology after reading about an article about blockchain technology and how is regarded to be the 4th industrial revolution. He spent alot of time in studying an working on many kinds of open source Blockchain technologies from permissionless networks Bitcoin, Ethereum; enterprise-grade permissioned as Hyperledger Fabric network and also the consensus algorithms such as PoW, PoS, PoA or PoC. He has been research and working on FRUITS PoC since he met Mr. Yano, CTO.
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                    Anh Le

                    Technical System Leader

                

                
                    Possessing a strong passion for technology, Anh entered his professional developer career as an Software Engineer for FPT Corp - one of the top IT companies in VIetnam and soon became the key member of every projects. After 10 years of working, he is equipped with a diverse and promising skill-set and proficient in various platforms, languages and embedded systems. With rich experience varies from different roles, including Technical Lead, Project Manager and System Manager, Anh is able to effectively self-manage during independent projects, as well as collaborate as part of a productive team. A dedicated developer with a vision to build any tech-enabled solutions from scratch to business. Anh especially pays great interest in blockchain after working in some projects. His vision is to master in FRUITS technology to build better services all over the world.
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                    Tung Ha

                    Technical Blockchain Expert

                

                
                    With a passion for using technology for the good of humanity. Tung realized that blockchain technology is an exciting development, with the potential to revolutionize many industries. But, with so much hype around blockchain, Tung keep trying to seeks bold ideas that that reorient and run business faster, cheaper and safer worldwide until he met Mr. Yano, CTO. With a lot of experience in a security and encryption software before, He can catch up with blockchain technology and  soon to be game changer with FRUITS.
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                        Meet our partners!
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 Select Language
Chinese (Simplified)
Chinese (Traditional)
English
French
Japanese
Korean
Portuguese
Spanish
Vietnamese
































        
            

        

        

